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New Evidence for Double Charged Oxide Trap of Submicron MOSFET's
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Resistance fluctuations in very small-area MOSFET's are found to depend exponentially on
temperature. Magnitude of the fluctuations is also proportional to the number of trapped
electrons, implying the presence of a trap producing a localized modulation of the electro-
static potential near the Si/SiO2 interface. The RIS with three levels is explained by the
"double charged, orid,e traf' model.

Introduction Experimental

Low-frequency noise in MOSFET's due to thermally

activated interface states has been a great concern

as the size of LSI is miniaturized. For very small-

iilea (< 1 prfi) MOSFET's, it may be expected to

have only a few oxide traps in the vicinity of the

Surface Fermi level over the entire channel region,

which causes discrete current steps in the drain cur-

rent resembling a random telegraph signal (RtS; t-el.

Although it is generally believed that the RTS's are

attributed to trapping events of individual inversion

layer electrons at the oxide trap, the mechanism gen-

erating RTS is not well understood.

In this study, we present evidences that the

discrete current steps are produced by the lo'
calized modulation of the electrostatic potential

at the Si/SiO2 interface. A full analysis of

RTS with three levels is also presented and a

"double charged onide trap" model is proposed in
order to explain the three-level RTS.

s-D-3

The devices used were n-channel poly-Si gate MOS-

FET's with the effective channel dimensions of L pm
length and 0.L,-'0.2 prm width. Gate oxide thickness

is 20 nm. RTS's were measured in the range of the

drain current from 10 nA to 1 pA at the drain voltage

of 50 mV.

3 Results and Discussion

S. L Current fluctuation due to
charge trapping

For two-level current fluctuations of RTS's, it has

been recognized that scattering of channel electrons

due to a trapped electron brings about the reduc-

tion of the drain currenta). The decrease in the

drain current is caused by r decrease in both the sur-

face mobility and the inversion charge density near

the trap site: the trapped electron locally modu-

lates electrostatic potential near the Si/SiO2 inter-
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Fig. 1 Normalized drain current fluctuations as a
function of drain current, with temperature as a pa-

rameter.

face and increases channel resistance over a small

"cored out" area ^9 of the channel. On the assumP

tion of W L > S, a theoretically derived normalized

current fluctuation is grven by

AIo t , 2 1.,t:tr'(u"'*;)' (1)

where W is the channel width, L the channel length,

n inversion charge density, rs the effective radius of

the cored out area S (: Tr?). The first and the

second terms of the right hand side represent the re-

duction in the efiective channel area due to coulomb

repulsive force and the number of channel electrons,

respectively. For the drain current used in the ex-

periments, the normalized current is directly propor-

tional to the cored out area because the second term

in Eq. (1) is much smaller than the first. In a weak

inversion region, rs is constant due to the lack of

the screening, while in the strong inversion region

(high current region), the screening due to the inver-

sion charge controls the drain cutrent, Ieading to the

decrease in the normalized current. These character-

istics are clearly observed in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the normalized drain current fluc-

tuations in a weak inversion region and theoretical

size of the cored out region calculated by using the

screened coulomb potential at the Si/SiO2 interface,

as a function of temperature. The screened coulomb

potential in twodimensional electron gas system is

expressed as 9'10)

,/ ,, Ze /- q | |
d?, r) :; l, ftt'(qr)exp(-qlzol)dq, 

(2)

where Js is a Bessel function of order zero and g"

the screening constant. zs and r are the distance of

a trap from the interface and the distance along the

interface. Z is the number of trapped electrons and rc

is the effective dielectric constant. Since the size errl

of the cored out region depends on electron energy,

the effective radius is evaluated by averaging over all

electrons: both density of states and Fermi- Dirac

statistics are taken into account. Using Eq. (2), one

finds that the slope of the plots in Fig. 2 is almost

independent of zs. The calculated results exhibit ex-

ponential dependence on temperature and are qual-

itatively in good agreement with the experiments.
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FiS. 2 Normalized drain current fluctuations in a

weak inversion region and calculated "cored ou,t"

sizes as a function of temperature.

3.2 Capture and emission of elec-
trons at an oxide trap

Figure 3 shows a typical example of RTS with three-

level current fluctuations. For convenience, high,
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FiS. 3 Random telegraph signal with three-level cur-
rent fluctuations.

middle and low current levels are labeled as "H",
c(M)) and "L", respectively. Fig. 4 shows mean dwell

time in each current level as a function of gate volt-

age. The dwell times in uH" and "Mu levels, rs and

T14, d,re both strongly gate-voltage dependent (simi-

lar to gate.voltage dependence of dwell tinies in twe
level RTS t)), while q is independent. This can be

explained by a model involving two- electron capture

at a single trap. Fig. 5 shows the occupation prob
ability of uMu antd "L" levels as a function of gate

voltage. Note that the slope oI "L' level in low gate

voltage is twice as large as that of "M", indicating

the relation as

lIl oc lMl',

VsUg =-P,.prVu =O.05 V
'-|c)
(1)
at-l
I 1.0
F

.d
E{
t-l.-{
o)
FA
trf
ct
(l)

= 0.1

276 K rL

l)r.-.
-/\.<. \

where [ ] denotes the occupation probability of each

trap state. The above relation is explained by the

following "double charged trap" model.

Three symbols introduced to differentiate the

charged states of a trapi To,7- and T2- correspond

to none, single and double charged states, respec-

tively. If electrons and trap are present simulta-

neously under thermal equilibrium conditions, they

naturally react with each other according to

To+e- + T-,
T-+t- + 7z-
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Fig. 4 Gate voltage vs. mean dwell time for three
different current levels.

tween capture and emission of electrons described by

the mass action law as

tr-l oc r'(1 -["-] -V'-l),
V'-l G n.lT-i, (5)

where rz is the inversion electron density. For low

gate voltage, one can assume V-1, lf'-l
Therefore, one obtains the relation as

lr'-I G V-1',

which is the same as Eq. (3). This indicates that
the proposed double cha,rged model accounts for the

observed bias dependence of occupation probability

as shown in Fig. 5. In addition, the double charged

model is supported by comparing the experimental

and the calculated step sizes among the three cur-

rent levels. Figure 6 represents the calculated cored

out sizes as a function of temperature for two dif-

ferent charged states. Note that the cored out size

of double charged state is approximately twice as

large as that of single cha,rged state: the current

step for c(H,' eKM" transition is the same as that
for " M" <+4 L)' transition.

(6)

(3)

(4)

The above relations imply dynamical equilibrium be-
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4 Concluslons

The channel current fluctuations observed in the sub

micron MOSFET's are found to be well explained by

the modulation of the electrostatic potential due to

the electron trapped in interface states. Magnitude

of the fluctuations is proportional to the number of

the trapped electrons. It is found that the current

reduction due to the trapped electron greatly affects

the mobility of inversion layer electrons. The effect of

individual trapped charges becomes more important

as device scaling continues: the accurate evaluation

of the mobility of inversion layer electrons in small

devices requirgs to involve these effects.
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Fig. 6 Temperature vs. calculated cored out sizes

for single and double charged states.
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